
 

Dear Carrier, 

Thank you for requesting information on Latroi Logistics.  We are here to work for YOU! 
Working as an independent contractor for you - the carrier, we are dedicated to keeping 
your trucks rolling. Latroi Logistics is here to help large/small fleets and owner 
operators. With Latroi Logistics on your side, you will receive the service, dedication, 
and load procurement that is normally only associated with much larger trucking 
companies in the industry. 

Here is what we offer: 

Latroi Logistics will locate and secure loads (with your approval) that meet your 
personal profile. We handle all the necessary searching, negotiations and paperwork, 
leaving you free to do what earns you money.........drive those miles! 

Consider the amount of time you spend at a truck stop or other facility searching for a 
load for your truck, plus time on the phone negotiating the deal. 

Now add to that the time and money that is spent emailing the required documents or 
faxing them. This can take hours of your time and can be very frustrating. Latroi 
Logistics will take away your frustration. We step in, become your dispatcher and work 
for YOU! 

Here is how it works: 

You establish a profile for us to work from by answering a few simple questions that 
describe your preferred lanes, your preferred type of freight, and the minimum amount 
of pay you will accept. 

Your personal Latroi Logistics dispatcher will locate a selection of available freight that 
matches your profile and contact you with the details. 

You will be able to tell your Latroi Logistics dispatcher which loads you are interested in 
and your Latroi Logistics dispatcher will go to work on negotiating the loads for you. 

 



Your Latroi Logistics dispatcher will handle all the necessary paperwork and 
emails/faxes to secure the load for you and contact you with the details. Once you are 
dispatched on the load, your Latroi Logistics dispatcher is able to start looking for your 
next load to keep your truck moving and you making money! 

Your Latroi Logistics dispatcher will send copies of all the load paperwork to the location 
designated on your profile. WE NEVER TOUCH YOUR MONEY! You bill and receive 
payment straight from the shipper. 

You simply agree to pay a flat rate fee per load to Latroi Logistics. Latroi Logistics will 
send you a weekly invoice. It's that simple! 

You, the driver, rolling and making money and us, your Latroi Logistics dispatcher 
working for YOU behind the scenes. 

Please find enclosed the necessary information to register as a Carrier/Driver for Latroi 
Logistics. If you have any questions regarding the service, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at the numbers listed below. 

Once we receive the required information, agreement and profile, you will have your 
own dedicated dispatcher. I look forward to working with you and building a strong 
professional relationship! 

Latroi Logistics 1204 Main St, Suite 543, Branford, CT 06405 -  (203) 441-0890 
Support@LatroiLogistics.com   http://LatroiLogistics.com  

 

Best Wishes, 

 

Jacques Pittman - Co-CEO 

Amirage Jones - Co-CEO 
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